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ABSTRACT

Nowadays, laptop is getting popular but its standby power cannot be ignored. We
mainly studied the influence factors of laptop standby sign on user shutdown behavior,
mainly including: 1. In the preliminary experiment, through the subjective feeling test
survey and analysis, we found the reasons why users do not shut down the laptop in
time after use and that the laptop standby sign can promote users to shut down the
laptop in time after use. 2. In the formal experiment, through progressive subjective
feeling tests and data analysis, we found influence factors of the laptop standby sign
striking degree, including shape, size, position, flashing and text prompt, and these
influence factors can significantly influence user awareness of the sign and change
user shutdown behavior. We finally designed a standby sign of enough striking degree
according to these influence factors, which can reduce battery damage and standby
power due to behavior of not shutting down laptops in time.

Keywords: Laptop standby sign, Standby power, Striking degree, User awareness, Shutdown
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INTRODUCTION

Electronic devices consume power in standby state, known as standby power,
which is the power used by the electrical equipment in the lowest power mode
(Chen and Lin, 2019). The standby power of a single electronic device is not
much, but the sum will cause a significant expense: According to investi-
gation of the International Energy Agency (IEA), in developed country, the
typical standby power accounts for 3% to 11% of total annual electricity
consumption (Solanki et al., 2013).

As a typical electronic device with standby function, laptop has become
necessary for study and work. But for some reasons, some users do not shut
down their laptops in time after use, which makes laptops standby for a long
time and causes extra power consumption that cannot be negligible (Imai
et al., 2012). In addition to forgetting to turn off laptops in time, some users
do not turn off laptops after use because they hope to use laptops conveni-
ently, but keeping standby is not conducive to battery maintenance although
it is convenient to use (Zhang, 2010).

At present, there are two methods to improve the ineffective power con-
sumption of household appliances: One is to strengthen the linkage between
users’ behavior and energy consumption information (Han and Lim, 2010,
Lee et al., 2014), which mainly adjusts electrical power consumption by
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Figure 1: Subjective feeling test and results of preliminary experiment.

detecting user behavior; the other is to provide how the energy being used
through power management method, and it uses active information to assist
users in reducing the consumed power (Sung and Ko, 2015, Chen and Lin,
2016). The second method is applicable to some common household appli-
ances, but whether it’s applicable to laptops remains to be studied. We will
not explore it in this paper. The first method does not extend the “linkage” to
using striking standby sign to remind users of standby of laptop and informa-
tion of still consuming power. Besides, some users are not aware of standby
power, or they often forget to shut down laptops in time. In preliminary expe-
riment, we will discuss the reasons why users don’t shut down laptops in time
and whether an enough striking standby sign can prompt users to shut down
laptops in time.

We want to know the factors that influence the laptop standby sign stri-
king degree(user awareness degree). For public sign, to take geometry graphic
language such as circle, square, triangle, polygon, square can make the sign
more striking, and the striking degree is also influenced by signs’ number and
position (Lei and Song, 2013). For safety sign in underground coal mine, eye-
movement research shows that the striking degree of triangular safety sign is
greater than that of round, while rectangular safety sign is the worst, and the
larger the safety sign is, the easier it is to identify it. However, when the safety
sign is too large, we need more time to fully extract the information of the
safety sign (Tan, 2021). Therefore, oversized safety sign is not the best. The
above shows the influence factors (shape, position, size, etc.) of sign striking
degree in some specific situations. However, whether the influence factors
are the same for laptop standby sign striking degree remains to be explored,
which will be studied in our formal experiment.

PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENT

In order to explore the reasons why users keep their laptops in standby after
use, and whether enough striking standby sign can reduce standby power, we
set three subjective feeling test questions and got results from 59 users (see
Figure 1).
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Figure 2: Five commonly used shapes of laptop standby sign.

We made the following analysis: 1. More than 60% users keep their
laptops in standby after use, and less than 40% shut down laptops timely
after use; This shows that standby power is widespread. 2. Among those who
leave their laptops standby, 54% users agree that they forget to shut it down,
with some of them noting that they want to be reminded of shutdown. 46%
users agree that they leave laptops standby intentionally, with some noting
that they think it’s convenient and that they think it’s no harm to do so. 3.
If there is an enough striking sign to remind users that “the laptop is still in
standby and using power”, users who forget to shut down laptops agree that
they will shut down laptops timely; And more than half of those who leave
laptops standby intentionally agree that they will shut down laptops timely.

Therefore, we determined that most users will change the behavior of not
shutting down laptops timely after use (whether they forget to shut down or
leave it standby on purpose) if the standby sign is striking enough to users.
In order to promote users to shut down laptops timely after use, we condu-
cted the formal experiment on how to ensure that user awareness degree of
standby sign is enough, that is, the striking degree influence factors of laptop
standby sign.

FORMAL EXPERIMENT

In the formal experiment, we studied striking degree (user awareness degree)
influence factors of laptop standby sign, including shape, size, position, fla-
shing and text prompt. We adopted progressive subjective feeling tests for
some users, and conducted data analysis, and finally designed the best striking
laptop standby sign.

Shape Test

We chose five commonly used shapes of laptop standby sign to carry out
the subjective feeling test of the 10-point scale, including triangle, ring, circle,
diamond and square, so that users could rate striking degree of the five shapes
(see Figure 2).

We received 50 valid answers. The triangle has the best striking degree,
with an average score of 8.58, and it is followed by the ring at 7.32; The
circle is 6.74, less than the ring; Diamond and square are lower at 4.62
and 3.96 respectively (see Figure 3). According to one-way anOVA, p-value
=3.91182E-30 < 0.05, indicating that shape has significant influence on sign
striking degree (see Figure 4).

Therefore, different shapes significantly influence laptop standby sign stri-
king degree, and the triangle is the most striking. In the following experiment,
we would test other influence factors with triangle as a fixed value.
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Figure 3: Shape test result.

Figure 4: Shape test one-way anOVA.

Figure 5: Images of laptop standby signs of seven sizes.

Figure 6: Size test result and the curve fitting.

Size Test

We used triangle to create images of laptop standby signs of seven sizes, and
users were asked to subjectively choose sign of the best size that they happe-
ned to be aware of in a short time (see Figure 5). In the images, seven sizes
were set based on the ratio of the pixels in the sign to the pixels in the laptop
screen, and the total number of pixels in the laptop screen is about 2839770.

We received 49 valid answers and the results showed that the largest num-
ber of respondents thought 1/1200 was the best size, followed by 1/600, and
we conducted a simple curve fitting and found that the extreme point of the
best sign size ratio should be between 1/1200-1/600 (see Figure 6). That is to
say, when the ratio of the triangle standby sign size to the size of the laptop
screen is between 1/1200-1/600, the striking degree is just right.
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Figure 7: Position one.

Figure 8: Position two.

Figure 9: Position three.

Figure 10: Position test result.

Therefore, in subsequent tests, the shape of laptop sign is triangle and the
ratio of the sign size to the screen size of the laptop is 1/1200 as fixed values.

Position Test

We have determined that the shape of laptop sign is triangle and that the
ratio of the sign size to the screen size of the laptop is 1/1200. Based on this,
we studied the influence of standby sign position on striking degree. We put
the sign in three positions including “the bottom center of the screen” (see
Figure 7), “the center of the keyboard” (see Figure 8) and “the left side of the
keyboard” (see Figure 9), and then let 50 users answer the subjective feeling
test question to give striking degree scores(scale of 10 points).

The striking degree of the sign at “the bottom center of the screen” is the
best, scoring 8.18, followed by “the center of the keyboard”, scoring 7.28,
and “the left side of the keyboard”, scoring 4.62 (see Figure 10). According
to one-way anOVA, p-value=3.07E-15 < 0.05 (see Figure 11), indicating that
position has significant influence on laptop standby sign striking degree. In
addition, some users may close laptop to keep laptops standby. So we also
asked the 50 users whether they thought it was necessary to add a standby
sign on the back of the laptop to remind them. The results showed that 92%
of users thought it was necessary to add a standby sign on the laptop back.
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Figure 11: Position test one-way anOVA.

Figure 12: Paired T test 1.

Figure 13: In-depth analysis 1.

Therefore, position has significant influence on the striking degree of the
sign, and the sign striking degree is best at the bottom center of the screen.
In addition, adding a standby sign on the back of the laptop can effectively
remind users to turn off the laptops in time. These would also be used as
fixed values in subsequent tests.

Flashing Test And Text Prompt Test

Firstly, we studied the flashing of the standby sign on the striking degree
based on the previous test results. We developed a five-point scale subjective
feeling test, in which two scenes with standby signs were attached (one with
flashing effect and one without flashing), and 41 users rated the striking
degree of standby signs in the two situation. The results showed that the
flashing standby sign had a score of 4.5, higher than the 1.72 score without
flashing.

We conducted paired T test, and found that flashing or not has different
influences on the striking degree of standby sign (P < 0.05) (see Figure 12).
And the Cohen’s d value is greater than 0.80 (see Figure 13), which means
that the difference is large. Therefore, we can determine that flashing or not
has significant influence on the striking degree of standby sign.

Secondly, We used the same method to test whether the standby sign is
more striking with a text prompt near it (see Figure 14). It turns out that the
text prompt makes the sign more striking (“with text prompt” scored 4.53
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Figure 14: Text prompt.

Figure 15: Paired T test 2.

Figure 16: In-depth analysis 2.

Figure 17: Optimal laptop standby sign design.

and “without text prompt” scored 1.78). And whether there is a text prompt
has significant influence on the striking degree of standby sign (P < 0.05,
Cohen’s d = 1.977 < 0.80) (see Figure 15 and Figure 16).

Optimal Laptop Standby Sign Design and Verification

According to the tests result, the standby sign with the best striking degree
should be shaped like a triangle, occupying about 1/1200-1/600 of the laptop
screen size, located at the bottom center of the screen, capable of flashing,
with text prompt nearby, and with another standby sign at the back of the
laptop (see Figure 17).

Finally, we reviewed the 39 users of not shutting down timely in the pre-
liminary experiment. 37 users (about 95%) think our result sign is striking
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enough, and 35 users(about 90%) think they will change the behavior of not
shutting down timely. This proved the accuracy of our experimental results.

CONCLUSION

Laptop standby sign can influence user shutdown behavior. When the laptop
standby sign is striking enough to make the user aware that the laptop is still
standby and is using power, the vast majority of users (whether they have for-
gotten or intentionally left it standby) will change their behavior of leaving it
standby after use. And influence factors (shape, size, position, flashing and
text prompt) of laptop standby sign striking degree can significantly influe-
nce user awareness of the sign and then change user shutdown behavior. And
the standby sign with the best striking degree(user awareness degree) should
be triangle, sized about 1/1200-1/600 of the laptop screen size, at the bot-
tom center of the screen, with text prompt nearby, capable of flashing, and
with another standby sign at the back of the laptop. Our conclusion can pro-
vide some reference for standby sign design and a solution to standby power
reduction.
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